Dave's Travel Corner - everything you wanted
from a travel blog, and then some!
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Travel Blog Review - Dave's Travel Corner
I've discussed travel blogs and I recently came across Dave's Travel Corner. To say it impressed
me would be an understatement.

The Big Mozey

Most travel blogs are about what the traveler sees, their impressions, a few pictures and a
summary.
Not Dave's Travel Corner. Wait until you visit Dave's Travel Corner - it is so full of information,
one can literally get lost in his website. There are explore, prepare and share sections.
Dave's been traveling the world since 1996. With his experience, he has set up a blog that will
supply answers to almost any traveler's questions that may arise
Dave's Travel Corner has 8 team members and 12 contributing writers. These team
members/writers are a diversified group, from Americans, to Filipino, Thai's and many other
countries.
He's divided the site into 3 parts - Explore, Prepare and Share.

Within these categories, there are 3 subcategories - quite a bit of information!
In the Explore Category there are Dave's articles, journals and lifestyle.
People post articles of trips they have taken, they've "been there and done that". Journals are
shorter tidbits of visits to different locations.
Lifestyle is interviews with travelers. How they finance their travel, what work they do and how
they choose their places to stay and eat.
Prepare offers reservations, a travel store and resources.
Reservations for airlines, hotels, cruises, tours and safaris.
The travel store is just that - a store to buy things for your next trip. Whether it be self published
books by travelers, or guide books by Lonely Planet or Moon publications, if you want
information in book form, this is your place!
Resources - it is a veritable gold mine. Amusement parks, travel destinations, whereto pick up
busses and taxis. Over 590 pages and over 1,200 links. If you cannot find the answer to your
question here, well, it truly has to b a unique question!
Share category is just that - a list photos and videos, message boards and classified ads.
Lots of photos and videos taken by travelers while on the journey. Great pics of the places that
you might want to go to.
Message boards. Got a question? Feel free to ask here.
Want to meet up with someone? Post the time and place here.
Whatever messages you want to leave, there is a group for it.
Classifieds - got something to sell, or want to buy something? This is a place for you to post your
classified ad.
One of the many nice things on Dave's Travel Corner is the list he has for "Helping Hands".
These are organizations that help people world-wide. Some run by individuals, some run by
groups - a better way to get money to people in need. The list is here.
He has a section for volunteering and working - located here. The list includes countries that are
looking for volunteers. The list also includes ideas of work that can support a traveler when
moving from place to place. Location independence is written about here.
Overall, Dave's Travel Corner is just bursting with information for anyone that is looking to
travel.

Whether it be for a short-term vacation, a gap adventure or long-term travel the information here
is sure to supply you with needed advice and suggestions.
I would give it a 5 star. It is s one of the most informative, easy to navigate blogs that I have seen
on the web!
Play nice and travel safely.
Cheers for now!

